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Why co-operate with R+S? We can offer you the  
individual tailor-made solutions in prototype 
construction as well as production of tools and 
complete lines from one source.  As your partner we 
can offer a wealth of experience based on tried and 
tested production solutions—giving you the benefit 
of individual advise to optimize your process. With a 
dedicated contact person to streamline and channel 
communications we ensure fast reaction to your needs, 
providing coherent and optimal concepts which provide 
you with reliable solutions. Manufacturing on our lines 
enables efficient cost effective processing, resulting in 
competitive advantages for you.

What exactly can we do for you? We present material 
and process variants, evaluate process alternatives, 
develop concepts for complete production lines,  
tooling, material flow or peripheries, in fact any part of 
your process. In addition on request we can also offer 
total project development, CAD-engineering or control 
engineering services.

For the production of components and for material  
development we offer the following services:

 Prototyping
 Pressing
 Thermoforming
 Laminating
 Die cutting / Trimming

CUSTOMERS’ BENEFIT

 Deep drawing
 Foaming
 Automating
 Testing
 Injection moulding
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We are innovative.
Our company is driven to constantly look for new  
alternatives for our customers and to generate  
solutions which surprise and arouse enthusiasm.

We are interested.
Searching new possibilities, trends and developments 
for you, we are always open-minded to accept the 
challenges you bring, looking for unique solutions.

We are enthusiastic about efficiency.
Creating high-level solutions with maximum efficiency 
is second nature to us. Our technical problem-solving 
skills based on the know-how and experience puts us in 
a unique position to deliver results.

We are independent and goal-oriented.
We create individual solutions for our customers to 
improve their efficiency which pay back, we are always 
focused on one aim: realizing your targets.

OUR COMPANY
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We actively develop high-quality, first-class products 
and future-oriented production—and manufacture total 
concepts for the automotive industry.

We detect trends, research materials and test them on 
our own pilot plant. What are the demands of the market? 
How can we process natural fibres in order to utilise 
them, what can support the lightweight construction?

As lateral thinkers our specialists develop customised 
products—from CAD-engineering through to the  
complete project planning, setting industry benchmarks. 
The resulting patents are the consequences of our  
customer-oriented research and development.

ENGINEERING



Customer-oriented development programs 
initiated by us ensure we can supply  
future-oriented solutions.
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Our precise tools provide a basis  
for intelligent production solutions  
of complex components.
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Your product is manufactured on our tools—for almost 
every imaginable application. Due to our know-how and 
the experience gained in creating production solutions 
focused on practical use we guarantee a competitive 
edge on productivity.

Our range of products comprises the construction  
of a wide variety of tools:

 Foaming tools
 Injection moulding tools
 Moulding-, pressing tools
 Laminating tools

TOOL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

 Die cutting tools
 Data control models
 Cubing
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MACHINE BUILDING

Only precise and effective products  
guarantee quality. As a specialist for 
high-quality and robust machines, 
factors such as short changeover time, 
short cycle times or production lines 
of modular construction are of decisive 
importance for us. Depending on your 
operational requirements our optimal 
solutions secure a considerable  
production advantage for you.

As a manufacturer in the machine 
building industry we offer the following 
services:

 Die cutters
 Presses
 Thermoforming lines
 Water jet cutting cabins
 Laminating lines
 Fold back lines
 LFI-machines
  



Innovative machine building concepts 
improve your productivity.



Door interior trims Dash insulation

Floor carpet systems (absorbers and carpets) Luggage compartment

Parcel shelf Engine compartment

Roof liner       Undershields

Seat back trims      Wheel house liners

Instrument panel      Class-A parts
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COMPONENT SOLUTIONS

We supply component solutions for a great variety  
of applications—whether cars, transporters or trucks. 
Thus a cabin experience is created in the automobile 
which is reflected in attractive textures and aesthetics.

Furthermore we consider the important aspect of weight 
optimisation by means of our innovative material  
concepts. You get the corresponding solutions based on
our technologies which are characterised by the high 
quality of your products.
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We are always at your disposal, through the complete 
life cycle of a product. For this reason in addition to
conventional maintenance and service work you also 
get an assistance in the field of machine- and tool 
technology. Our “Lifetime Support Service” comprises 
amongst others:

 Coordinating of modification management
 Internal cost-reduction programmes
 Material changes of the component
 Process optimisations at the machine

We solve your problems in the production and 
retrofitting of machines and lines in case of product 
alternation. All this is done with the assistance of our 
experienced and competent project managers striving 
for one aim: to achieve the highest performance for you.

LIFETIME SUPPORT SERVICE



Interior and exterior production lines

R+S Automotive USA LLC 
5352 Rusche Dr NW 
Comstock Park, MI 49321 
USA            

Phone: 1 616 785 5744
E-mail: info@rsautomotive.us
www: www.rsautomotive.us


